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Abstract: The summer ozone pollution of Shandong province has become a severe problem in the
period 2014–2018. Affected by the monsoon climate, the monthly average ozone concentrations in
most areas were unimodal, with peaks in June, whereas in coastal areas the concentrations were
bimodal, with the highest peak in May and the second highest peak in September. Using the empirical
orthogonal function method, three main spatial distribution patterns were found. The most important
pattern proved the influences of solar radiation, temperature, and industrial structure on ozone.
Spatial clustering analysis of the ozone concentration showed Shandong divided into five units,
including Peninsula Coastal area (PC), Lunan inland area (LN), Western Bohai area (WB), Luxi plain
area (LX), and Luzhong mountain area (LZ). Influenced by air temperature and local circulation, coastal
cities had lower daytime and higher nighttime ozone concentrations than inland. Correlation analysis
suggested that ozone concentrations were significantly positively correlated with solar radiation.
The VOCs from industries or other sources (e.g., traffic emission, petroleum processing, and chemical
industries) had high positive correlations with ozone concentrations, whereas NOx emissions had
significantly negatively correlation. This study provides a comprehensive understanding of ozone
pollution and theoretical reference for regional management of ozone pollution in Shandong province.
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1. Introduction

Ozone is a common air pollutant in the boundary layer. It is formed by photochemical
reactions of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) under sufficient light
conditions [1,2]. Sedimentation from stratospheric and cross-regional transport are also important
sources of ground-level ozone [3]. As an extremely strong oxidant, ozone can regulate the life of
chemical and climate-related trace materials by affecting their oxidation processes in the troposphere [4].
Long-term exposure to high ozone concentrations not only affects food crops but also increases the
risk of death by damaging the respiratory and cardiovascular systems of the human body [5–7].
Moreover, ozone is regarded as the third-largest anthropogenic greenhouse gas [8]. Industrialization
and urbanization have resulted in China’s ozone pollution becoming increasingly serious [9]. In certain
areas, ozone has even replaced PM2.5 as the primary pollutant [10]. Due to its impacts on climate
change, air quality, and human health, ground-level ozone is a cause of widespread concern.
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In recent years, numerous studies have focused on ozone pollution in eastern China, especially
in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei (BTH), Yangtze River Delta (YRD), and Pearl River Delta (PRD) [11–13].
In addition to regional studies, studies of urban ozone have also been reported, such as Wuhan,
Chengdu, and Zhengzhou [14–16]. These studies discussed issues including the temporal and spatial
distribution of ozone pollution, source and process analysis, meteorological conditions, and pollution
control measures.

Shandong province is bordered by the BTH region in the north and has the second-largest
population and the third-largest gross domestic product (GDP) in China by 2017. It is also one of
the regions with the highest levels of pollutant emissions and air pollution in China [17]. In recent
years, most studies on air pollution have focused on fine particulate matter (aerosols) and mixed
pollutants [17–19]. Local ozone pollution has also been studied in a few areas such as Jinan (JNA),
Qingdao (QD), and Mount Tai [20–22]. The ozone pollution in Shandong province shows an increasing
trend [23], so it is necessary to study the characteristics of ozone pollution in Shandong province.

The ground-level ozone concentration is closely related to meteorological conditions [24].
For example, the wind cycle changes the transportation and accumulation of ozone [25], and solar
radiation and temperature affect the biological emissions and reaction rates of the precursors [26].
It is generally believed that high temperatures, static wind, low cloud, high solar radiation, low humidity,
and static weather are conducive to ozone pollution [27]; solar radiation is regarded as the particularly
decisive factor for the formation of ground-level ozone [28]. In addition, local circulation by wind from
valleys and sea–land breeze has also proved to be an important dynamic feature influencing ozone
concentration [4]. Differences in meteorological conditions will result in different spatial and temporal
distributions of ozone concentrations in different cities in one region, as confirmed in the BTH, YRD,
and PRD [29–31].

Moreover, VOCs and NOx emitted by transportation and industries are the main sources of
ground-level ozone pollution [32,33]. Solvent use and industrial processes are considered to be
the main sources of VOCs in China, with the five major industries of plastics products, rubber
products, chemical fiber products, the chemical industry, and oil refining accounting for 70% of
industrial emissions [34]. Manufacturing, electricity production, and transportation together account
for approximately 90% of the national NOx emissions [35]. Due to the complex generation mechanisms
of ozone (VOC and NOx-limited), the relationship between urban ozone concentration and specific
industries remains unclear [3].

Based on the characteristics of ozone concentrations from 2014–2018, this study explored the
spatial distribution types of ozone pollution in Shandong province using the empirical orthogonal
function (EOF) and cluster analysis method. The effects of meteorological conditions and industries
on ozone pollution in different regions of Shandong province are also discussed. This study aims to
address the following issues:

1. What were the temporal and spatial characteristics of ozone pollution in Shandong province
during 2014–2018, and changes in the types of spatial distribution of ozone pollution?

2. How do meteorological factors affect ozone pollution in Shandong province?
3. What are the impacts of industrial structure and traffic on ozone pollution in Shandong province?

2. Methods

2.1. Study Area

Shandong province (34◦22.9′ N–38◦24.01′ N, 114◦47.5′ E–122◦42.3′ E) is in the east of the North
China Plain and downstream of the Yellow River (Figure 1). Shandong is north of China’s political
center (the BTH region) and south of China’s economic center (the YRD). It is roughly divided into
an eastern peninsula area (bordering the Bohai Sea and the Yellow Sea and closing to the Liaodong
Peninsula); central hilly area; and northern and southwestern plain areas. With a monsoon season
and warm temperate climate of middle latitudes, precipitation and heat in Shandong province are
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concentrated in summer, and their seasonal variations are simultaneous. The prevailing wind directions
are southeast in spring and summer, and northwest in autumn and winter [17,18]. As of 2017, the total
population of the province exceeds 100 million and the population density was as high as 634 people per
square kilometer. With several types of industries, the GDP of Shandong is the third highest in China.
Shandong province is generally located in a relatively closed geographical unit surrounded by Yanshan,
Taihang, and Dabie mountain, which is not conducive to the diffusion of air pollutants, therefore this
region is one of the most heavily polluted areas in China [17]. The main air pollutants in the region are
particulate matter (mainly in winter and spring) and ground-level ozone (mainly in summer).
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Figure 1. Study Area of Shandong province, including 17 Prefectural level cities until 2018. A total
of 154 national and provincial environmental air quality monitoring stations are labeled in the figure.
The bold black line indicates the boundary of Shandong province, and the gray line indicates the
city boundary.

2.2. Data Collection

The air quality data used in this study were from routine monitoring data of national and provincial
environmental air quality monitoring stations (a total of 154; Figure 1), which are all located in urban
areas (built-up area severely affected by humans) and suburban areas (non-built area that is less affected
by humans and can be regarded as background points partly) [17]. Meteorological data were obtained
from the National Meteorological Information Center (http://data.cma.cn/site/index.html). Total solar
radiation data were obtained from the National Meteorological Center, based on observations such
as ground sunshine hours, and estimated using the Hybrid model. All economic and social data
were derived from the Shandong statistical yearbook of 2015–2018 or the statistical yearbooks of
various cities.

http://data.cma.cn/site/index.html
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2.3. Analytical Methods

To acquire the initial value and the number of clusters to be used in cluster analysis, the EOF was
used to determine the characteristic distribution of ozone concentrations. The central station for cluster
analysis was determined according to the pattern with the largest contribution rate of variance [36].

2.3.1. Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF)

The EOF, also known as eigenvector analysis, is a method of analyzing structural features in
matrix data and extracting the main feature quantities. This analysis can decompose the variable
field with time into the spatial function, which does not change with time, and the time function that
depends only on time variation. It has been widely used in the fields of meteorology, climate and
ocean research [37], and has also been applied to investigate the temporal and spatial characteristics
of ozone pollution, such as the 1980–2010 summers in the eastern United States and 2014 in eastern
China [38,39].

2.3.2. Cluster Analysis Method

Based on the results of EOF analysis, cluster analysis was carried out on 154 monitoring stations
in Shandong province. The center point and the number of clusters were determined by the feature
field with the largest variance contribution, and the k-mean cluster was used for division. This method
has also been widely used in the analysis of the temporal and spatial distribution of ozone pollution,
e.g., the cluster analysis was used to divide Seville’s ozone pollution into suburban areas, urban areas
and the monitoring area used for transportation emissions by Pavón-Domínguez [40].

3. Results

3.1. Time Feature

3.1.1. Annual Variation

The annual average hourly ozone concentration, annual maximum daily 8 h average (MDA8)
ozone concentration, and 90th percentile of MDA8 in Shandong province from 2014–2018 were
calculated (Table 1). The indicators all reflected an increasing trend in ozone pollution, with growth
rates of 19.96%, 18.88% and 15.10%, respectively. The highest growth rates of 9.24%, 8.61% and 7.93%
for the annual average hourly ozone concentration, MDA8 ozone concentration, and 90th percentile of
MDA8 were observed in 2017 comparable to 2016.

Table 1 compares the ozone concentration in Shandong province with other developed regions.
The results showed that ozone pollution in Shandong was slightly lower than in the BTH but higher
than in the YRD and PRD and the average concentration in the central and eastern regions of
China. Unlike in the YRD and PRD, the ozone concentration in Shandong province has maintained
a year-on-year growth trend.

Figure S1 shows the annual average ozone concentration changes in 17 cities in Shandong in
2014–2018. The fluctuations in most regions, especially in Binzhou (BZ), Liaocheng (LC), Laiwu
(LW, merged into Jinan in 2019), and Tai’an (TA), show an increasing tendency. The ozone concentration
exceeding the Chinese standard for 17 cities in Shandong was calculated (Figure S2). The result showed
that except for Weihai (WH), Weifang (WF) and Zaozhuang (ZZ), the ozone over-standard rate in other
regions continued to rise, while BZ, LW, and LC increased significantly. The World Health Organization
guideline level for ozone is 100 µg/m3 (daily MDA8) and ten cities in Shandong exceeded it for more
than 200 days in 2018 (Figure S2). Compared with the data from other areas of China in 2015 and
2016, the situation in Shandong province is more serious than that in the central and eastern regions of
China, the PRD, or Beijing [41,42].
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Table 1. Comparison of ground-level ozone concentration in several areas.

Areas Indexes Year Ozone Concentration (µg/m3) Data Sources

Shandong province

The annual average
hourly ozone
concentration

2014 64

This study

2015 65
2016 67
2017 74
2018 77

The annual average
MDA8

2014 97
2015 99
2016 103
2017 112
2018 115

The 90th percentile
of the MDA8

2014 161
2015 166
2016 170
2017 184
2018 186

China The 90th percentile
of the MDA8

2014 140

http://www.cnemc.cn/
2015 134
2016 138
2017 149
2018 151

The central and eastern
regions of China

The 90th percentile
of the MDA8

2015 151 Reference [41]
2017 172

The BTH region The 90th percentile
of the MDA8

2014 162

http://www.cnemc.cn/

2015 162
2016 172
2017 193
2018 199

The YRD The 90th percentile
of the MDA8

2014 154
2015 163
2016 159
2017 170
2018 167

The PRD The 90th percentile
of the MDA8

2014 156
2015 145
2016 151
2017 165

MDA8, The annual mean ozone concentration of the maximum daily 8 h average; BTH, Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei Area;
YRD, Yangtze River Delta; PRD, Pearl River Delta.

3.1.2. Monthly Variation

The monthly average ozone concentration in 2014–2018 showed that the annual variation in
ozone concentration in most inland areas of Shandong was unimodal (Figure 2). The peak appeared in
June and the valley was in December or January. Coastal areas such as WH showed a bimodal trend,
with the highest concentration in May and the second highest concentration in September.

The annual variation in the ozone concentration was influenced by climatic conditions. Most inland
areas of Shandong are affected by the summer monsoon and subtropical anticyclone in June, with higher
temperatures, lower humidity, and cloud over compared with July and August, which is conducive to
the formation of ground-level ozone. In July and August, Shandong province is affected by the warm
moist southerly winds from the ocean, so that cloud cover and precipitation increase considerably [43],
and ozone production is limited. For the coastal area, due to the influence of the sea breeze, the highest
temperature in summer is lower than in inland areas. In addition, the increased precipitation from June
to August results in lower coastal temperatures than in inland areas. Therefore, the low concentrations
of ozone were observed in coastal cities. With the subtropical high and monsoon retreating in September,
cloud cover and humidity decreased, and the ozone concentration in inland areas decreased; however,

http://www.cnemc.cn/
http://www.cnemc.cn/
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ozone short-term pollution process may occur during rare high-temperature events. The ozone
concentration of the coastal area showed a second peak in September. After October, with the solar
radiation intensity and temperature decreasing, the ozone concentration was the lowest in winter.

Studies in other regions have also confirmed the impact of monsoon on ozone concentrations.
The ozone concentrations in Beijing, the YRD, and Wuhan are all unimodal [14,44,45]. Similar to
the situation in Shandong province, the peak concentrations in Beijing and the YRD occurred prior
to impacts of the monsoon, while the peak concentration in Wuhan occurred after the monsoon.
As for Guangxi Province in China and the Indian peninsula, which are located at low latitudes and have
high temperatures throughout most of the year, have obvious bimodal types, with peaks appearing
both before and after the impacts of monsoon [46,47].
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Figure 2. Monthly ozone concentrations of Shandong province in 2014–2018 ((a) five years average
concentration; (b) 2014 average concentration; (c) 2015 average concentration; (d) 2016 average
concentration; (e) 2017 average concentration; (f) 2018 average concentration).

3.1.3. Diurnal Variation

The ozone concentration in Shandong province was unimodal (Figure 3). The lowest concentration
appeared between 6 and 7 am due to the weak process of precursor conversion to ozone at nighttime
and the strong ozone depletion effect caused by NO titration and dry sedimentation [48,49]. During the
daytime, the increase in precursor emissions, temperature and solar radiation results in the photolysis
of NO2 dominating O3–VOC–NOx chemistry [50], which leads to an increase in the ground-level ozone
concentration and a peak between 3 and 4 pm. Similar daily changes in ozone concentrations have
been observed in Beijing, the YRD, India and Europe [30,42,51,52].
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Figure 3. Diurnal variation of ozone concentrations in 17 Prefectural level cities of Shandong province
in 2014–2018 ((a) five years average concentration; (b) 2014 average concentration; (c) 2015 average
concentration; (d) 2016 average concentration; (e) 2017 average concentration; (f) 2018 average concentration).

The nighttime ozone concentrations in coastal cities of Shandong province (WH, QD, YT, and RZ)
were considerably higher than those in inland areas, while daytime ozone peaks were relatively low,
and the daily disparity was much smaller than in inland areas. A similar situation was observed in
Northern Europe [53], which was related to the differences in meteorological conditions between
coastal and inland cities.

3.2. Spatial Characteristics

3.2.1. Spatial Distribution of Ozone Pollution in Shandong

By applying inverse distance weighting (IDW) to the MDA8 of each station, the spatial distributions
of ozone pollution in Shandong from 2014–2018 were preliminarily analyzed (Figure 4). In general,
the city with the most serious ozone pollution was Dongying (DY) and that with the least was WH;
the results also roughly showed high concentrations of ozone in the plains and low concentrations
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along the Yellow Sea and the mountains. In 2014 and 2015, the high-value centers in the province
appeared in DY and WF, and the difference between the cities was significant. In subsequent years,
the high-value center gradually moved westward to JNA, BZ and ZZ, and the difference in pollution
levels throughout Shandong province was reduced significantly.
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3.2.2. EOF Analysis

The MDA8 ozone concentration in 2014–2018 was analyzed by EOF analysis, and the three modes
with the largest contribution rate of variance (about 90%) were selected for key analysis (Figure 5).
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The first EOF pattern (EOF1) explained 81.33% of the total variance in daily MDA8 ozone.
In this pattern, the distribution of ozone was consistent throughout Shandong province. The high-value
center is in the northwestern part of Shandong and the northern part of LZ, while the low-value center
was in the Peninsula Coastal area, showing the distribution characteristics of high concentrations in
inland areas and low concentrations in coastal areas. The time weight coefficient series corresponding
to the pattern showed significant seasonal variation, and the high concentration value daytime with
a positive coefficient was concentrated from May to September. The time weight coefficient was less
than zero in winter, indicating low time ozone concentrations (Figure S3). This pattern is mainly caused
by solar radiation, seasonal changes in temperature, and differences in VOCs and NOx emissions
caused by industrial structures in different regions of Shandong.
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The second EOF pattern (EOF2) explained 5.46% of the total variance in daily MDA8 ozone,
showing the spatial difference in ozone distribution in Shandong. Almost exactly the opposite of the
EOF1, the high-value center was in the Peninsula Coastal area in EDF2, while the low-value center
appeared in the northwestern part of Shandong and the northern part of LZ. The seasonal variations of
the time weight coefficient series are not obvious, and positive or negative values appeared throughout
the whole year; however, the summer was slightly higher than other seasons (Figure S3). The main
influencing factor of this pattern is the local circulation, and the coastal areas show different ozone
distribution patterns from the inland areas under the influence of the obvious local circulation. Sea–land
breeze can occur all year round but is the strongest in summer, hence the time weight coefficient was
slightly higher in summer. In addition, compared with inland cities, the concentration of particulate
matter in the coastal areas was lower and the atmospheric transparency was higher, which resulted in
the final ozone distribution pattern.

The third EOF pattern (EOF3) explained 3.09% of the total variance in daily MDA8 ozone and
showed the spatial difference of ozone distribution in Shandong. In this pattern, the high-value center
appears in the LN, while the low-value center appeared in the northwestern part of Shandong and the
northern part of the peninsula area, showing a decreasing trend with the increasing latitude. Similar to
the EOF2, the seasonal variation of the time weight coefficient series is not obvious, but is slightly
higher in summer than in other seasons (Figure S3). The main influencing factor was the regional-scale
ozone transport. During summer, pollutants from southern provinces can be transported to Shandong
by the prevailing southerly wind. This cross-regional transport has a significant impact on the LN,
and with the increased of transmission distance, especially with the barrier of the mountains in LZ,
the pollutants from the south have less impact on the northwestern part of Shandong and the northern
part of the PA.

It was interesting that when the time weight coefficient of the EOF3 was large, the time weight
coefficient of EOF2 tended to be lower (Figure S3) because large-scale circulation suppresses local
circulation [54]. The higher variance contribution rate of EOF2 reflects that the impact of small-scale
meteorological systems on the distribution of ozone in Shandong province is greater than that of
large-scale systems.
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Compared with other regions, the main pattern of Jiangsu province in China explains 73% of
the total variance in daily MDA8 ozone, and the time weight coefficient is reduced with increasing
latitude [55]. It is considered to be caused by solar radiation, seasonal changes in temperature
and differences in VOCs emissions caused by different industries. The main pattern in the eastern
United States only explains 73% of the total variance in daily MDA8 ozone, showing a low eigenvalue
distribution in the northeast and the Midwest, which is believed to reflect the effects of polar jets
from the Great Lakes [38]. India’s primary pattern explains 60% of the total variance in daily MDA8
ozone, showing the high distribution in the northwest and low distribution in the south and marine
areas, which is believed to reflect the effects of the monsoon [47]. In this view, the main cause of the
distribution pattern of ozone concentration in Shandong was similar to that in Jiangsu.

3.2.3. Cluster Analysis

Based on the MDA8, cluster analysis was used to classify the monitoring sites to further understand
the characteristics of ozone pollution in different regions of Shandong province (Figure 6). The central
stations were selected from the high load area in EOF1. Cities with similar trends in MDA8 were
clustered into one cluster that represented the regional air pollution characteristics affected by large-scale
circulation or regional transportation [56].
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Figure 6. Cluster analysis of ozone concentrations in 17 Prefectural level cities of Shandong province in
2014–2018. Five clusters were obtained including Peninsula Coastal area (PC), Lunan inland area (LN),
Western Bohai area (WB), Luxi plain area (LX) and Luzhong mountain area (LZ) ((a) 2014; (b) 2015;
(c) 2016; (d) 2017; (e) 2018).
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Cluster I: Peninsula Coastal area (PC), including RZ, QD, YT, and WH, located in the eastern
Shandong province. The annual classification of cluster I was very stable. Maritime characteristics
were obvious in this cluster and ozone concentrations showed a low peak value and a high valley
value. In this cluster, the daily and annual differences in ozone concentrations were unnoticeable;
however, the average hourly ozone concentration was the highest in Shandong. This feature was more
prominent in the area affected more by the ocean, such as the typical representative city of Weihai.

Cluster II: Lunan inland area (LN), including HZ, JNI, LY, and ZZ, located in the south of Mount Tai.
The annual classification of this cluster was also relatively stable, and the level of ozone pollution was
in the middle reaches of Shandong. This cluster has a large load in the EOF3 area, indicating that it is
greatly influenced by the cross-region transport of ozone from the south of the province.

Cluster III: Western Bohai area (WB), including DY, WF, and BZ, located in the eastern areas of
the northern Mount Tai. The annual division of this cluster is relatively stable, and in certain years
(2014, 2015) its characteristics were close to those of cluster IV. According to the 90th percentile of
the MDA8, this area had the highest level of ozone pollution. Although it is coastal, the maritime
nature was not obvious due to the concentrated population and industrial activity in the inland areas.
Its valley value was low and peak value was the highest, which may be related to the presence of
enterprises such as the petroleum and chemical industries, which emit high levels of VOCs.

Cluster IV: Luxi plain area (LX), including DZ, LC, northern JNA, northern ZB, and northern
TA, located in the western areas of northern Mount Tai. The annual division of this cluster was not
stable, especially for the southern part, which is a transition zone between plains and mountains.
The pollution was complicated and varied with the changes of the pressure field and wind direction.
The ozone pollution of this area was serious, which was related to high emissions of precursors from
the concentrated population and industries.

Cluster V: Luzhong mountain area (LZ), including LW, southern JNA, southern ZB, southern TA,
located in Mount Tai. The annual classification of cluster V is unstable. Ozone pollution was relatively
low in these clusters. There is a lower population and fewer industrial activities in the mountains,
and production activities here are mainly related to low VOCs and NOx emissions such as those
from agriculture.

The spatial distribution characteristics of ozone in Shandong province were accordant with other
regions with similar topography, such as China’s Sichuan Basin and California’s San Joaquin Valley,
where five and six clusters were obtained respectively [56,57]. As for Jiangsu, which was dominated by
plains and the population was concentrated in the inland areas, only three clusters were obtained [55].
These results confirmed that complex terrain, such as mountains and seas, made the distribution of
ozone pollution more complex. Terrain affects the formation and transmission of ozone by affecting the
development of mesoscale weather systems [58], and leads to the population and economic activities
concentrating in areas with suitable geographical conditions; this resulted in the uneven distribution
of precursors in these areas.

4. Discussion

4.1. Meteorological Factors

4.1.1. Solar Radiation

The correlation between the monthly ozone concentration and monthly local total solar radiation
was calculated to explore the influence of solar radiation. Since solar radiation occurs only during the
daytime, the monthly ozone concentration was the average of the MDA8.

The results showed significant correlation between solar radiation and local ozone concentration
(p < 0.05) (Table S1) and the correlation coefficient increased year by year. The solar radiation-ozone
concentration scatter plots in summer (May–September; Figure S4) showed that ozone pollution has
deteriorated year by year, even when solar radiation conditions have been stable. The increase in
emissions of ozone precursors made a large contribution to the elevated ozone concentrations.
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Other studies have also shown that the ozone concentration is significantly positively correlated
with solar radiation intensity [59,60]; however, most studies have discussed the daily or seasonal
variations of ozone concentration, and fewer studies have focused on the relationship between
interannual ozone concentration and solar radiation.

4.1.2. Air Temperature

Air temperature is another important meteorological factor affecting ground-level ozone
concentrations [61], which increase approximately linearly over a temperature range of 17 ◦C to
32 ◦C [62]. Temperature can directly affect the ozone concentration by controlling the chemical reaction
processes in the atmosphere [63], and can also affect the ozone dry deposition process by adjusting
the absorption intensity of stomata [64]. As shown in Section 3.1, the daytime ozone concentration
in coastal cities (QD, YT, WH, RZ) were lower than other inland cities, and this phenomenon can be
explained by temperature differences.

Figure 7 shows the temperature distribution of two typical coastal cities (WH, YT) and two typical
inland cities (JNA, located north of Mount Tai; LY, located south of Mount Tai) in 2018. Air temperatures
in the two inland cities during the day were significantly higher than in the two coastal cities, especially
in the afternoon. Differences of ozone concentrations in coastal and inland areas caused by temperature
have also been observed in Sweden, Spain and Poland [65–67].
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4.1.3. Local Circulation

The nighttime ozone concentrations in coastal cities (QD, YT, WH and RZ) were significantly
higher than those in inland cities (Figure 3), this was related to the local circulation of coastal cities.
Figure 8 shows the wind directions, wind frequency and ozone concentrations at 2 am and 2 pm
in two coastal (WH, YT) and inland (JNA, LY) cities in 2018. As shown in Figure 8, the prevailing
wind direction in WH and YT during the day and night changed significantly. The prevailing winds
were southwest from the land at night and northeast from the sea during the day in the coastal cities,
whereas there was no obvious variation in the prevailing winds during the daytime and nighttime for
the two inland cities.

To the east and north of the built-up area of WH and YT is the Yellow Sea and there are mountains
southwest of the two cities. The mountains increase the intensity of the local wind [64]. The downhill
wind and land breeze, and the uphill wind and sea breeze are superimposed, resulting in a stronger and
a longer-lasting breeze [68]. During the daytime, the sea breeze from the northeast superimposes with
the uphill wind, which removed the pollutants from the city and brought pollutants to the mountainous
areas. Therefore, the ozone concentrations in the coastal cities decreased. At night, downhill winds
superimpose with the land breeze, so that pollutants are transported back to the built-up area,
resulting in high ozone concentrations in coastal cities at night. Similar results were obtained in Italy
and Portugal [54,69], confirming the impact of local circulation on the spatial distribution of ozone.
Due to the overall low altitude in the mountainous areas of Shandong (the highest altitude of Mount
Tai is 1545 m) [70], the wind direction in the inland cities had no obvious variation.

In addition, the properties of the underlying surface are also responsible for the differences in the
distribution of coastal and inland ozone concentrations. Brian K. Blaylock et al. considered that the
deposition rate of ozone on the water is lower than that on the land, so that pollutants accumulate
in coastal cities at night [71]. Håkan Pleijel et al. suggested that the land surface can form a stable
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boundary layer by radiative cooling at night, which can strongly restrict the vertical mixing of air and
result in lower ozone concentrations in inland cities [72].
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4.2. Anthropogenic Factors

The industry data of Shandong province were correlated with the annual average ozone
concentration. The car ownership index (COI) based on average annual cars of per unit of built-up area
can reflect the impact of motor vehicle emissions. The industries that emit precursors (VOCs and NOx)
are correlated with ozone concentrations and the level of industrial activity is represented by the annual
industrial output. Due to the lack of statistics on VOC emissions, only the annual NOx emissions data
are used to correlate with ozone concentrations.

Correlation analysis showed that the COI, petroleum processing, and chemical industries were
significantly positively correlated with ozone concentration. Other manufacturing industries including
chemical fiber, rubber, and plastic products were not significantly correlated with ozone concentrations,
while the NOx emissions were significantly negatively correlated with ozone concentration (Table 2).
Among them, the petroleum processing industries and chemical industries are important sources of
VOCs emissions [73], including boiler exhaust, leakage, evaporation, etc. [74]. Although automobile
exhaust emits NOx and VOCs simultaneously, the positive correlation effect of vehicle exhaust may
be mainly reflected in the emissions of VOCs, because of the positive correlation between the ozone
concentration and NOx.

Table 2. Analysis of correlation between human factors and ozone concentrations.

Project Pearson Correlation Coefficient Significance Test

Car ownership index (COI) 0.263 0.03 *
Petroleum processing 0.31 0.013 *
Chemical industries 0.344 0.006 **

Chemical fiber 0.08 0.552
Rubber and plastic products 0.173 0.174

Ordinary machinery 0.05 0.698
Special equipment 0.117 0.359

Electrical machinery and equipment manufacturing −0.239 0.059
Electricity, heat production, and supply −0.079 0.538

NOX −0.577 0.015 *

Correlation significant, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05.

Suggested by the correlation analysis, the abatement of VOCs sources was necessary to better
control ozone pollution in Shandong province, which was consistent with the studies carried out in
central and eastern China [4,21,75]. The results suggested that the effect may be remarkable to control
ozone pollution from automobile exhaust, petroleum processing, and chemical industries.
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5. Conclusions

We studied the ground-level ozone concentrations in Shandong province from 2014 to 2018.
The annual average ozone concentration increased year by year in Shandong. Due to the frequent high
temperature, and the lower humidity and cloud cover, the annual peak ozone concentrations appeared
in May or June, prior to the monsoon rainy season. In September, after the monsoon impact, certain
coastal cities (e.g., Weihai) showed the second highest peak. The daily ozone concentration in all cities
were unimodal; however, the daily ozone variation in coastal cities was significantly smaller than
that in inland cities. In terms of spatial characteristics, the EOF analysis listed three main patterns of
ozone concentration distribution in Shandong. The first pattern with the largest variance contribution
rate reflects the influence of solar radiation, temperature, and industries. The other two patterns
show the effects of sea–land differences and cross-regional transport from the south. Using the cluster
analysis method, the ozone pollution in Shandong was divided into five clusters: Peninsula Coastal
area (PC), Lunan inland area (LN), Western Bohai area (WB), Luxi plain area (LX), and Luzhong
mountain area (LZ).

Meteorological and anthropogenic factors had significant influence on ground-level ozone
concentrations. A significant positive correlation between ozone concentrations and solar radiation
was observed, and even under similar conditions of solar radiation conditions, ozone pollution is
deteriorating year by year. Affected by the temperature and local circulation between typical coastal
cities (WH and YT) and inland cities (JNA and LY), the ozone concentrations in coastal cities were
lower during the day and higher at night than in inland cities. The correlation analysis suggested
that the average car ownership, petroleum processing, and chemical industries were significantly
positively correlated with the ozone concentration, and that NOx emissions were significantly negatively
correlated with the ozone concentration. Therefore, controlling pollution emissions from automobiles,
petroleum processing, and chemical industries is recommended to mitigate the increasing ozone
pollution in Shandong province. With the EOF and cluster analysis methods, this study analyzed
the spatial and temporal characteristics of ozone distribution in Shandong province in 2014–2018,
filling the research gap of ozone pollution in Shandong province in eastern China. Moreover, this study
made meaningful explorations of the impacts of industrial structure and traffic on ozone pollution,
and provided a possible way to control ozone pollution in Shandong province.
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